
IDEATE
To generate ideas that answer  the challenge question.

VOTE

After voting, move the top five ideas into this space. 

Have a conversation about each of the ideas and discuss what each of these might look like. 

Spend about 2 minutes on each idea. Focus on listening to each other's perspective and keeping an open

mind. Remember the idea is not fully formed yet. It's just a "seed" at this point. In the Develop Stage the idea

will get further formed (developed) and could go in one of many directions. 

Creative Problem Solving Process

Mural template designed by Dr. Amy Climer, climerconsulting.com

MAY 2022

CLARIFY
To become immersed in problematic issues that are interesting and arouse curiosity.

DUPLICATE

Copy the topics your group is interested in from the MAIN Mural Board. Paste them below. 

I wish I could

better

implement

creative

problem solving

YOUR CHALLENGE: 

Rewrite your challenge in the box to the right. 

IDEAS FOR YOUR CHALLENGE

- One idea per note

- Start with an action verb

- Doodles/images welcomed

Round 1

How might I

practice

CPS daily

CREATIVE PROBLEM SOLVING

The Creative Problem Solving process can be used to

address adaptive problems that require creative solutions. 

DEVELOP
Evaluate, strengthen, and select solutions for best “fit.” Begin to move from ideas to solutions. 

PLUSES: What do you like about

this idea? List at least 3 pluses,

strengths, and likes about the idea. 

POTENTIALS: What might result if

the idea was implemented? What

are the unique potentials?

CONCERNS: No idea is perfect. What

concerns, downsides or limitations does

this idea have? Write them as “How to...”

questions. 

OVERCOMING CONCERNS:

What are all the ideas you can imagine

for overcoming the concerns from the

previous column?

PPCO

Select one idea and explore the pluses, potentials, concerns, and ways to

overcome the concerns. 

The idea used for this PPCO:

Forms a

habit

Creates a

SME

Creates a

positive and

supportive

tone to

discussions

The habit

may catch on

in the

organization

Growing

the

community

Increase

creativity

and

innovation

Person

practicing

gets black

balled

You can

miss use

the method

Can create a

negative

environment

(people

resistant to

change)

Use the

method anyway

regardless of

the reaction

Educate

and train

Continuous

education

Use 'yes

and' and

HMW etc

every day

IMPLEMENT

PROJECT MANAGEMENT...

1. Suspend Judgment

2. Seek Wild Ideas

3. Combine and Build on Ideas

4. Go for Quantity

DIVERGENT 

THINKING RULES

Round 2: Associations with Climer Cards

Don't worry

about ironing

out details

during ideat

stage

Tapping

into the

world of

ideas

Fish for

ideas

Saving

myself and

others on a

thread

Looking at the

problem

through many

pictures

Self

reflection

Generate 8

ideas per

person

Tip of the

day or

week

Offer different

communication

options for team

meetings (in

person or virtual) 

Decide

shortcomings

and find how

to fix

Ask for

ideas

Encourage

outside of

the box

ideas

Water the

flowers to

see growth

During thunderstorms

hold impromptu

brainstorming sessions

where everyone is

invited. Lasts only 15

minutes. 

After every

thunderstorm

there is sun

and growth

Solving

problems

under a time

restriction

How do you

eat an

elephant....

one bite at a

time

Host CPS Sprint

Weeks, Mon =

Clarify, Tues =

Ideate, etc. 

Different

thinkers

add value

Divergent to

convergent

thinking

Creativity

opens

doors

Go down

the rabbit

hole

What ideas do you get from the 

Climer Cards images? 

(use the link provided or the image below)

Finding

direction

Ironing out

the

problem

Stretching

my neck to

use CPS

Using the

time given

to use CPS

Thinking top

down or

bottom up

Round 3: Assumptions Reversals

1. Select the general topic of your challenge (i.e. workshop design, how kids learn, marketing)

2. Quickly, write down 3 assumptions about your topic. Don't overthink it.

3. For each assumption write one reversal (the opposite of that assumption).

4. Then, use the reversals to spark more ideas.

There will be

opportunities to use

CPS

Creativity is

improved in meeting

in new locations

Different thinkers

add a different

perspective

There will be no

opportunities to use

CPS

You can be creative

in your normal

location

Like thinking can still

be creative

Assumptions: 

Reverals:

CLUSTER

Sort your ideas into several categories. Label the categories with a 3x5 sticky note. Use as many categories

as you need. Stack duplicate ideas on top of each other. Delete any blank sticky notes. 

Idea jams over

happy hour at the

end of the day. See

how many ideas

can be generated

in 20 minutes, etc. 

Schedule

Lunch

sessions for

idea

exchange

Meeting location

outside of work /

normal office space

to discuss

problems

Schedule team

building activities

to encourage

communication

and trust

Be patient &

take the time

to step

through the

CPS stages

Set up

camp in

alternate

location

Practice using

the CPS to

answer simple

questions such

as what is for

dinner

Offer brown

bag sessions

to for ideas

Talk to each

person for

ideas

offer incentives

via their

supervisors for

best ideas

Ask questions

with HMI,

WAATW, etc.

Keep the

CPS steps

near you 

Practice saying,

"Yes, and . . " in

conversations

Build a

creativity

schedule

Encourage

all ideas

BBQ for

getting to

know each

other

Teach

leadership

about CPS

USe the CPS

process when

asked

questions

Demonstrate

the process to

others

Start a

creativity

group

Engage team

members with

positive terms

Structure team

meetings

according to

CPS principles

Provide

incentives to

use CPS

principles

build a l365 '

creativity' to do

list and do one

a day for the

year

Be vocal

about using

the process

Invite other to

assist you

with a step in

the process

Hold yourself

accountable by

documenting

the "answers" to

each step

Challenge

other to use

the process

Teach

others the

process

Complete the

entire process

one step each

day then start

over

Use it on

you family

BBQ day for

ideas

Develop a

CPS

community

Model CPS

techniques

Create a safe

environment

to be creative

Create

opportunities

for CPS

Grow

creative

thinkers

Modify current

environment to

enhance

creativity

Teach

colleagues

to use CPS

steps

Mentor

coworkers

in CPS

Model CPS

techniques

Create a safe

environment

to be creative

Create

opportunities

for CPS

Grow

creative

thinkers

Modify current

environment to

enhance

creativity

Teach

colleagues

to use CPS

steps

Mentor

coworkers

in CPS

Meeting and

Location

teach/involve

others

Practice

Opportunities
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Set up

camp in

alternate

location

Using the

time given

to use CPS
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Divergent to

convergent

thinking

Creativity

opens

doors

Thinking top

down or

bottom up

Water the

flowers to

see growth

After every

thunderstorm

there is sun

and growth

Divergent to

convergent

thinking

Creativity

opens

doors

Go down

the rabbit

hole

Thinking top

down or

bottom up

PLUSES: What do you like about

this idea? List at least 3 pluses,

strengths, and likes about the idea. 

POTENTIALS: What might result if

the idea was implemented? What

are the unique potentials?

CONCERNS: No idea is perfect. What

concerns, downsides or limitations does

this idea have? Write them as “How to...”

questions. 

OVERCOMING CONCERNS:

What are all the ideas you can imagine

for overcoming the concerns from the

previous column?

PPCO

Select one idea and explore the pluses, potentials, concerns, and ways to

overcome the concerns. 

The idea used for this PPCO:

DELIBERATE CREATIVE TEAMS

Three elements teams need in order to be creative together. 

THE CHALLENGE QUESTION

Focusing on your topic above, generate a list of possible challenge questions. 

Use the format How Might We... (HMW) or In What Ways Might We... (IWWMW). 

Experiment with different verbs or wording as it will change the meaning of your question. 

Make your questions broad, brief, and beneficial. 

What small

steps might I

implement to

demonstrate

the CPS 

HMW use

CPS to

advance the

project

goals?

HMW use

CPS for

lasting

change?

HMW

demonstrate

CPS in everyday

interactions?

HMW

normalize CPS

in the larger

organization?

HMW

demonstrate

the value of

CPS?

HMW use

CPS on a

small scale?

How might I

mature with

implementing

the CSP

How might I

make the

CSP intrinsic

WAATW I might

demonstrate

CPS with my

words and

actions?

How might I

light the CPS

process in

others

How might we

convince more

people to buyin

to new ideas

I wish I could

better

implement

creative

problem solving

How might we

better translate

our creative

problem solving

into action

OUR FINAL CHALLENGE QUESTION

Select the best challenge question to use for the remainder of the CPS process. 

Place it in the box below. 

I wish I could

better

implement

creative

problem solving

GROUP

MEMBERS: 

Amy Bartlett

Paul Henrietta Warren

What went well

I hope...

I wonder...

REFLECTION

https://app.mural.co/t/climer2618/m/climer2618/1652808424175/67fccdb4b074c762c8993a418b18353dc93e997f?sender=amy4006

